
National Security 
Policymaking



F.1 Some Wars 
to Know and 
Early Foreign 

Policy



America’s Wars
• American Revolution (1775-1783) 
•War of 1812 (1812-1815) 
•Mexican War (1846-1848) 
• Civil War (1861-1865) 
• Spanish-American War (1898-1902) 
•World War I (1917-1918) 
•World War II (1941 –1945) 
• Korean War (1950-1953) 
•Vietnam War (1964-1975) 
• First Iraq War (1990-1991) 
• Global War on Terror (Oct 2001 -) 



Early U.S. Foreign Policy

• Monroe Doctrine (1823)

• US is big brother to other countries in 

N. and S. America

• If EUR tries to colonize, we will fight 

them



Rise of American Imperialism 
and Colonialism

• Manifest Destiny (1840s – 1890s)
– Louisiana Purchase
– Mexican American War 

• Take Texas
– Spanish American War

• Take Cuba, Puerto Rico, Philippines, Guam
– Take Hawaii

• Was a country with a queen (Liliuokalani) 





World War I
• Prior to WWI, the U.S. experienced a period 

of isolationism
• – Many Americans, both in the public at 

large and in Washington, did not want to get 
involved in World War I
– Woodrow Wilson leads U.S. to war after the 

sinking of the Lusitania 
• Post WWI - League of Nations

– While the League of Nations was an enormous 
failure, it was the precursor to United Nations



Isolationism and WWII
• Following the end of World War I, 

the U.S. drops back into a period of 
isolationism
– Domestic problems dominate, and foreign policy 

is very limited until World War II
• The Great Depression was the focus of the 

nation and its leaders
– Public opinion was focused on problems at home, 

rather than the rise of dangerous dictatorships 
in Europe

• Forced into the war with Pearl Harbor



Isolationism and WWII
• World War II ended isolationism.
• Isolation was replaced with deterrence.
• Deterrence: develop and maintain military 

strength as means of discouraging attack
– So strong that no enemy dares engage

• Point of military buildup is so that weapons 
are never actually used
– Stockpiling weapons for invasion is NOT a 

deterrence strategy.



United Nations

• Foreign Policy is also impacted by the United 
Nations.

• Formed after WW11 
• HQ is in NYC

• Includes 193 member nations 

• Peacekeeping, humanitarian aid and human rights. 

• World Bank, World Health Organization, UNICEF 

– International Children's’ Emergency Fund

• The U.S. is a permanent member on UN Security 
Council



Cold War 
• Friends with USSR during WWI and WWII
• After WWII, there are two superpowers

– US and USSR
• Pushed containment 

– a strategy to limit and prevent the expansion of the Soviet 
Union and communism

• Marshall Plan (1947)
– Economic recovery plan for Europe, following the end of 

World War II
– Two main objectives:

• Rebuild Europe physically and economically
• Strengthen Western Europe to protect against the Soviet Union



Brr. Cold War

• McCarthyism and the Red Scare (Early 1950’s)
– Fear of Communism within American borders, spies
– Feeds fear of communism spreading elsewhere

• Domino Theory (1950’s-60’s)
– Notion that if one country falls to communism, it will 

spread to all surrounding nations
• Led to U.S. involvement in Korea and Vietnam
• Failure of the U.S. in Vietnam and half of Korea

• Domino Theory fails
– Containment loses some of its acceptance 

in Washington



Do you want to build a Cold 
War?

• Cold War dominates U.S. foreign policy 
from the end of WWII until the fall of 
the Soviet Union
– Escalation of military size, weapons arsenals
– Fall of Soviet Union, Berlin Wall comes down

• USSR lost some Eastern European countries and 
went bankrupt

– Marks the end of nearly 50 years of preparing 
for war with one enemy



Quiz

• 1. Which two countries fought in the Cold 
War?

• 2. Name one thing the US won in the 
Spanish American War. 

• 3. What international peacekeeping 
organization was formed after WWII?





F.2 – 90s, Nukes, Politics, 
Economics



90s Foreign Policy

• Goal was to maintain democracy and help 
our friends

• First Iraq War
– Kuwait (our democratic oil tradin’ pals) were 

invaded by Iraq
– Forced Sadam Hussein to let us inspect his 

army bases whenever we want after we won
– (he refuses after 9/11) -> Second Iraq War



Nuclear Proliferation
• Only a few countries have known nuclear 

weapon capabilities today.
• Fear is that other “rogue” countries will 

have nuclear weapons capabilities and 
use them against their neighbors or the 
U.S.

• U.S. will focus on discouraging the 
deployment of developed nuclear 
weapons.



• The Spread of Nuclear Weapons (Figure 20.3)





Post 9/11

• 9/11 signifies a drastic shift in foreign 
policy

• War on Terrorism
– Enemy unclear

• Bush Doctrine
– First-strike, pre-emptive war is legitimate 

means for preventing future threats to national 
security



Wars in Iraq and Afghanistan

• Afghanistan War – (2001-????)
– Removed Taliban (gov group that helped pay for 

9/11)
– Obama killed Osama personally with a choke-hold
– Still 8,500 troops there
– Working with Afghan government to make it stable

• Second Iraq War – (2003-2011)
– Remove Sadeam Hussein, see if he had WMDs
– He didn’t 
– We left and ISIS took over in Syria and Iraq

• We almost have ISIS contained now



The Politics of Defense Policy
• Defense Spending
• Currently takes up about one-fifth of the 

federal budget.
• Conservatives argue against budget cuts 

that would leave the military unprepared.
• Liberals argue for budget cuts to provide 

more money for programs here in the U.S.
• Military spending is hard to cut since it 

means a loss of jobs in congressional 
districts.



The Politics of Defense Policy

• Personnel:
• 1.4 million active and reserve troops
• More reliance on National Guard and reserve 

troops.
• Weapons:
• Reliance on nuclear triad (ICBMs, SLBMs, and 

strategic bombers) is expensive.
• Treaties (SALT, START) were signed to reduce 

some nuclear missiles.
– Limitations in 70s, reduction in 90s

• High-tech non-nuclear weapons are becoming 
more important.



The Decreasing Role of Military 
Power

• Military power is losing much of its utility in 
resolving many international issues.

• Economic Sanctions
– Nonmilitary penalties imposed on foreign 

countries as an attempt to modify their 
behavior.

– Generally the first “shot” in a crisis.
– Can be effective, but critics argue they only 

hurt U.S. businesses and provoke a 
nationalist backlash.



The International Economy
• Interdependency: Mutual dependency, in which 

the actions of nations reverberate and affect one 
another’s economic lifelines.

• International Trade
– Tariffs (a tax on imported goods) are used to protect 

American business.
– NAFTA and GATT are ways to lower tariffs and 

increase trade.
• Balance of Trade: The ratio of what is paid for 

imports to what is earned for exports.



The International Economy

• Energy 
• America depends on imported oil, but not 

as much as other nations.
• Much of the recoverable oil is in the Middle 

East which is often the site of military & 
economic conflicts.

• OPEC controls the price of oil and amount 
its members produce and sell.



The International Economy

• Foreign Aid
• Foreign aid is used to stabilize nations 

friendly to the United States.
• A substantial percentage of foreign aid 

is military.
• Foreign aid has never been very 

popular with Americans





Economic sanctions

o Punishing countries by restricting trade 
or taking back foreign aid

o South Africa, Cuba in past
o Now North Korea, Iran
o First resort; less risky than sending 

troops
o Today, we do more sanctions than 

ever to get countries to do what we 
want



Quiz

• 1. Name a country other than the US that 
has nukes.

• 2. Liberals think we should spend 
________ on defense. 

• 3. Name an American war that is still going 
on. 



F.3 Foreign Policy Makers



Policymakers
● The president: Chief diplomat, 

main force behind foreign policy.

o The president negotiates 
treaties/executive 
agreements, the president 
deploys troops abroad, 
appoints ambassadors and 
cabinet members, gives 
official recognition to other 
nations



War Powers Resolution of 
1973:

● requires POTUS to notify Congress 
within 48 hours of committing troops

● forbids armed forces from remaining for 
more than 30 days without 
authorization from Congress or a 
declaration of war

● Made to take power from POTUS due 
to Vietnam going so awesomely 



Policymakers
National Security Establishment

○ Department of Defense (“the Pentagon”)
■ Combines army, navy, and air force  into one 

department, led by Secretary of Defense and Joint 
Chiefs of Staff

○ National Security Council: a group of high ranking 
officials who coordinate foreign and military policy
■ Composed of pres., VP, secretary of defense, and 

secretary of state





Who Makes American Foreign 
Policy?

• Major governmental players in foreign policy
– Secretaries of State, Defense, and Treasury
– Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS)
– Director of CIA
– Director of National Security Council (NSC)

• President appoints all of these positions.
– Hence, foreign policy can easily reflect a 

president’s agenda (at least more readily than 
domestic policy).



Policymakers
CIA: Created after WWII to coordinate American intelligence 
activities abroad, includes national reconnaissance office, and 
the NSA

■ Provides info and analysis needed for policy 
making and implementation 

■ Most of the activities are uncontroversial, but 
they also collect info through espionage, and 
involves itself in other nation's internal affairs



Policymakers
• Interest groups tend to push 

for foreign polices that benefit 
them

• Don’t sanction countries that 
trade with my company!

• Keep going to war because I 
own a tank factory and need to 
sell tanks!
– Eisenhower warned of a Military 

Industrial Complex



U.S. Military Expenditure Since 
2001



Congress
• sole authority to declare war, raise and 

organize military, and appropriate funds 
for national security

• Senate ratifies treaties, and confirms 
ambassadors and cabinet nominations 

• "power of the purse" and oversight of 
the executive 

branch



Principal Foreign Policy 
Provisions of the Constitution



Understanding National Security 
Policymaking

• National Security Policymaking and 
Democracy
– Americans are more interested in domestic 

than foreign policy.
– The opinions of the people are rarely ignored.
– Pluralism is pervasive in foreign policymaking.

• Foreign and Defense Policymaking and 
the Scope of Government



Quiz

• 1. Name two members of the National 
Security Council.

• 2. What department is housed at the 
Pentagon?

• 3. Name one foreign policy power held by 
the president.


